The extremely dense DU shells easily into the skin, puncture steel armor and burn on impact. The fire releases microscopic, radioactive, and toxic dust particles of uranium oxide that travel with the wind and can be inhaled or ingested. They also spread contamination by seeping into the land and water.

According to Alex Kirby, BBC News Online correspondent: "The U.S. says it has no plans to remove the debris left over from depleted uranium weapons it is using in Iraq. It says no cleanup is needed, because research shows DU has no long-term effects."

According to the Uranium Medical Research Center in Seattle, elevated radiation levels were found in Iraqi tanks and confirmed by the U.S. government. The Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle analyzed swabs from bullet holes in Iraqi tanks and confirmed elevated radiation levels.

The U.S. government denies that DU explosions are harmful. However, the U.S. military has received a six-fold increase in breast cancer, a five-fold increase in lung cancer and a 16-fold increase in ovarian cancer.

Iraq's National Ministry of Health organized two international conferences to present data on the relationship between the high incidence of cancer and the use of depleted uranium weapons. The conferences were attended by doctors, scientists and experts from the United States, the United Kingdom, and the United Nations. The conferences concluded that depleted uranium weapons are responsible for the high incidence of cancer in Iraq.

The U.S. government has been accused of using depleted uranium weapons in Iraq and other countries. The United Nations has been involved in investigations into the use of depleted uranium weapons in Iraq and other countries. The United Nations has been involved in investigations into the use of depleted uranium weapons in Iraq and other countries.
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At a roadside vegetable stand selling fresh bunches of parsley, mint and onions outside Baghdad, children played on a burnt-out Iraqi tank. The reporter's Geiger counter registered nearly 1,000 times normal background radiation. The threat.

The Pentagon Radiates Soldiers & Civilians with Metal of Dishonor

For more information on DU, please contact the International Action Center.

DEPLETED URANIUM

A devastating exposé of the Pentagon's new weapon comprised of Depleted Uranium. This is the book you've heard about, but won't see in most bookstores. Now in conventional weapons.

How the Pentagon Radiates Soldiers & Civilians with DEPLETED URANIUM

• The cost of the war must be calculated in terms of bankrupt social programs here in the U.S. and the health of all the people who were in the region during the war and will be in the years to come.

• The impact on the health and environmen-

tal dangers of weapons made with DU radioactive waste have received far more attention in Europe than in the U.S.

• A cleanup of the toxic, radioactive wastes turned Iraq into a radioactive danger area for both Iraqis and occupation troops.
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The Pentagon's Secret Weapon DU

The Pentagon has been recycling nuclear waste to make new weapons. These weapons turned Iraq into a radioactive danger area for both Iraqis and occupation troops. The Pentagon has been using depleted uranium (DU) for its new weapons. This metal is radioactive and can cause cancer and other diseases.

Put down the DU weapons. Find another way to fight. Depleted Uranium is dangerous. It is a threat to soldiers, civilians, and the environment.
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Depleted Uranium: The Pentagon's Secret Weapon

In this year's war on Iraq, the Pentagon used DU weapons. The Pentagon has been using DU for over 50 years to make new weapons. This metal is radioactive and can cause cancer and other diseases.
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